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Project Outline: Mitochondria are best appreciated as the energy source for the cell, using acetylCoA to produce ATP. While mitochondria are typically drawn as oval-shaped tubes, these organelles
are much more flexible, undergoing a constant cycle of fission to split into smaller units, or fusion to
form a larger network. There have been huge advances over the last ten years on the roles and
regulation of this pathway, which is termed mitochondrial dynamics. Overall, proper balance of both
sides of mitochondrial dynamics appears essential to maintain metabolic function and prevent
accumulation of organelle damage.
Several studies have suggested that mitochondrial fission is important for maintaining strong
unregulated growth of cancer cells. On the other hand, less is known about roles of mitochondrial
fusion in cancer. In this regard, we have been investigating mechanisms that coordinate mitochondrial
fusion and the mitophagy recycling pathway. Now, we are further interested in identifying new
strategies to target mitochondrial fusion to impair the growth or sensitize cancer cells to
chemotherapy drugs.
Supervisor: Edmond Chan
Project title: Modulating mitochondrial dynamics to target breast cancer cells
Project goals: To identify the strongest regulatory genes of mitochondrial fission and fusion that
target metabolism and growth using breast cancer cell models.
Experimental approaches: This project features molecular cell biology to study mitochondria. You
will learn how to culture cancer cell models. These cell models will be treated with gene targeting
approaches (shRNA or CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing) to target either mitochondrial fission or fusion
pathways. Mitochondrial dynamics will be measured using microscopy. Cell growth and cell death
pathways will be monitored in parallel using biochemistry and live cell imaging.
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